INTRODUCTION
Transmission error is a measure of the kinematic precision of gear trains.
Transmission error is defined as the departure of the meshed gear pair (or entire gear train) from a constant ratio of angular motions as defined by the ratio of tooth numbers. It is true that in a gear pair each gear has a whole number of teeth and this defines the nominal ratio of angular positions between the two. But the instantaneous ratio during a meshing cycle can vary slightly from the nominal ratio. Transmission error is the measure of instantaneous variation from the ideal nominal value. The precision of gears was investigated by Litvin [1] *, Litvin and Gutman [2] , and Michalec [3] .
When the mating teeth in a.gear train have profiles that transmit motion having no error, they are said to be conjugate pairs. In theory, it is possible to select an arbitrary shape for a driving tooth and then to find a profile for the driven tooth which will give conjugate action. Involute gear teeth happen to have the same form for driving and driven member teeth. A benefit of the involute form is that small errors in center distance between gears will not produce transmission errors. This is not true for other tooth profile forms [4, 5] .
In general, there are many causes for transmission error, and they cannot be avoided in practice. Such things as shaft misalignment, profile error, tooth deflections under load, mounting location errors, and gear support deflections may combine to cause transmission error. The effects of transmission error are most often harmful. These are high vibration and noise, pitting and scoring of gear teeth, and reduced reliability of the gear train.
Sometimes it is beneficial to introduce small intentional errors into the gear *Numbers in square brackets denote references. tooth profile to compensate for the probable occurrence of accidental and unavoidable errors in the assembled and operating gear train. Tip relief to reduce dynamic loading and combined mismatch in spiral-bevel gears to reduce misalignment sensitivity are two examples of intentional errors which are beneficial.
Baxter has studied the effect of various types of misalignment on tooth contact in bevel and hypoid gears [6] . Townsend, Coy, and Hatvani have examined gear train noise as a test of its precision during an intentional loss of lubricant destruction test [7] .
Of course, the effect of all errors (intentional or otherwise) on transmission error must be predicted analytically if the gear design process is to remain rational and not collapse into a confusing heap of empiricism.
Errors of manufacturing and assemblage of gears induce kinematic errors in gear-drives which may be presented by the following function: &9?2(91i, AQ)
Here 91 is the angle of rotation of the driving gear, 1, aQ = (tq I , Aq 2 , . . .) (2) is the vector of errors, and
is the kinematic error of the gear drive, represented as the difference between the theoretical and actual angles of rotation of driven gear 2.
In this paper two methods to determine Function (1) are presented: (a) a numerical method for computer solution and (b) an approximate geometric solution which leads to simple, accurate results in an analytical form. In the process of motion the tooth surfaces of two gears, zl and 2
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( Fig. 1) , are in tangency if the following equations are satisfied:
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Here r(i) is the position vector of the contact point on gear i; is sf the surface unit normal vector at the contact point M; ui, and e i are the surface coordinates of the gear surfaces; and 9i is the angle of rotation of gear i. Subscript f denotes a coordinate system which is rigidly connected to the frame.
For a gearset with kinematic errors, represented uy AQI and aQ2, conditions for tangency may be expressed as 
represent the path of the contact point on gear surface E i corresponding to meshing without errors. Comparison of functions (10) and (11) yields the change of the contact point path induced by errors.
Consider the solution of equations (4) and (5) and (6) and (7). Vector equations (4) and (5) yield only five independent scalar equations since
1. These equations may be presented as
It is assumed that {fl,f 2 ,f 3 ,f 4 ,f5} £ C' Equations (6) and (7) also yield a system of five independent equations in six unknowns (ule 1 ,'lU 2 ,O 2 , 2 )
It is assumed that this system is satisfied by a set of parameters
( 1 ,1 ~1 U 2 '2 '2) with the same value of (
wit th sae alu ofT, as in the set P .If in the neighborhood of p(2) the Jacobian In general, the numerical solution of a system of five nonlinear equations is a difficult problem which requires many iterations. To save computer time an effective method of solution was recently proposed by Litvin and Gutman [2] . The principle of this method follows:
The system of equation (16) Equations (21) to (23) are determined from vector equation (6), and equations (24) to (25) from vector equation (7). Here, A represents the shortest distance between the axes of rotation of the two gears and H 1 and H 2 represent the axial settings of the gears (Fig. 2 ).
Systems S 1 (X 1 ,Y 1 1 ZI) and S 2 (X 2 ,Y 2 ,Z 2 ) shown in figure 2 are rigidly connected to the driving and driven gears, respectively. Now suppose that some points Ml(ul,el) and M 2 (u 2 ,e 2 ) on surfaces E1 and £2 are chosen.
With a set of known parameters (u 1 ,el,u 2 ,e 2 ), equations (24) and (25) become a system of two equations in two unknowns which may be expressed as
Upon solving for oi and '2' one checks that the following equations are satisfied: In general, the solution of the above two systems of equations ( (26) and (27) and (28) and (30)) requires an iterative procedure. In practice, one of the four variable parameters (u 1 ,e 1 ,u 2 ,e 2 ) is fixed, and the other three are changed such that the two equation systems are satisfied.
The advantage of the above method lies in the ability to divide the system of five equations ( (25) to (30)) into two subsystems of two and three equations, and to solve them separately.
This method was applied to investigate the sensitivity of WildhaberNovikov gears to errors of center distance mounting [1] . These gears are generated by two rack cutters which have normal sections as shown in Fig. 3 .
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Where R is the radius of gear 1 cylinder on which lies the helix of the new contact point path. Parameters e, pI, P11, and bll are shown in Fig. 3 ; r. is the pitch cylinder radius.
With AA = 0,
where e is the parameter corresponding to the desired location of the contact point path.
KINEMATIC RELATIONS BETWEEN PARAMETERS OF CONTACT POINT MOTIONS
The following relations are the basis of the second method for the determination of kinematic errors in gear trains. As stated above, the tangency of gear tooth surfaces is represented by equations (4) and (5).
Because of the continuity of tangency of these surfaces, it is required that
n 1 e 1 ,y 1 ,) :
ere ri) (i = 1,2) is the velocity of the surface contact point in absoHre (f lute motion (with respect to the frame); n(') is the velocity of the tip of the surface unit normal in absolute motion (also with respect to the frame).
"i)i(i
Henceforth, r is designated as v(i) and n() as n0) f abs nf ~abs"
The velocity of absolute motion may be represented as the sum of two components: (a) the velocity of transfer motion (together with the surface) and (b) the velocity of relative motion (with respect to the surface).
Consequently,
abs tr r ' abs tr r 
12 and a surface unit normal n(i)(u ie, Pi)
the following comes from definitions (a) and (b) above:
Transfer velocity may also be determined in a kinematical way by supposing that a gear with surface z i rotates about an axis that does not pass through the origin 0 i of coordinate system Sf, which is rigidly connected to the frame. Vector w(i) is the vector of angular velocity of the gear's rotation. Then, The transfer velocity n is represented by the equation
trt Equations (33) to (36) yield the following kinematic relations for two tooth surfaces which are in continuous tangency: Equations (43) and (44) were first proposed by Litvin [1] . On the basis of these equations, important problems in the theory of gearing were solved, such as avoiding tooth undercutting, deriving the relations between curvatures of two gear tooth surfaces in mesh, and determining the kinematic errors of gear drives which are caused by errors of manufacturiny and assembly.
APPROXIMATE METHOD OF CALCULATION OF GEAR DRIVE KINEMATIC ERRORS
As a general rule, kinematic errors of a gear drive determined by the exact method must be obtained in a numerical way using a computer. This is a disadvantage of the exact method. Therefore, an approximate method with the opportunity to obtain accurate results analytically is now presented. 
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, where dp (2) is the incremental angle of rotation of gear 2 and r(M) is the position vector drawn from an arbitrary point of the axis of rotation to the contact point M.
Equations (51) and (52) yield
Equation (53) is the basic equation for the determination of kinematic errors i4 of gear drives. Its application will be demonstrated in the followinq sections.
Analogous scalar products can be composed on the basis of equation (49).
It can be proven that these scalar products are zero because the vectors in equation (49) all belong to the tangent plane. Hereinafter, the following notations will apply:
where zAq 1 ) and (Aq 2)represent the sum of linear-error vectors due to manufacture and assembly of gears I and 2, respectively.
In many cases, however, errors in gear trains do not result from linear displacements, but rather from angular displacements. For inst.ince, kinematic errors may result from the misalignment of gear shafts. Figure 5 shows the axis of gear 2 rotation a-a in its ideal position.
Suppose that, due to an error of assembly, axis a-a is rotated about a nonintersecting axis B-B. Such an error of assembly may be represented by the vector 66, which is directed along axis B-B, where the direction of As corresponds to the direction of rotation by the right-hand rule.
With the given vector A6 the displacement &q(2) of contact point M may be determined as follows:
(a) Vector &6, directed along the axis B-B, is replaced by an equal vector a6, which passes through the origin 02 and the vector-moment R x A6. Here R is a position vector drawn from 02 to an arbitrary point on the line of action of vector a6 (Fig. 5) .
(b) The displacement &q ( 2 ) corresponding to 66 may be represented by
A similar equation may be developed to determine the displacement of the contact point M exerted by an angular erro-corresponding to gear 1.
With notations (54) the equation (53) for the determination of kinematic
errors may be represented as follows:
. is collinear to PM and
Equations (56) and (57) yield
Application of equation (58) in place of equation (56) has the advantage that the location of the pitch point may be considered as a constant (r(P) = const). However, the direction of the surface unit normal is a function of Il. Three types of gears -involute (spur and helical) and WildhaberNovikov -are exceptions to this statement. For these gears the unit normal of the gear surfaces at their contact point does not change its direction.
Because of kinematic errors, the angular velocity ratio fluctuates as the gear teeth pass through mesh. Figure 6 shows functions for two types of kinematic errors. The first is a piecewise, nonlinear, periodic function which has a period that depends on the ratio Because of i this displacement of the gears, the tangency of their involute curves is broken: the curves will wither interfere with each other (intersect) or lose contact. To bring the involute curves into the contact once again, it is sufficient to rotate gear 2 by a small angle Av (2) . According to equation (58) the angle 69 (2 ) may be determined with the equation
The triple product results in (Fig. 7 ) these angles are measured in the direction of gear roatation (Fig. 7) .
The dot products yield 
It results from equations (61) to (62) Equation (69) can be generalized for a train with n gears as follows: The kinematic error of the train may be represented as
Usually gear trains are applied for the reduction of angular velocities and thus mni is less than 1. It results from equation (73) that the last gears of a train (numbers n, n -1, n -2) induce the largest part of the resulting kinematic error Aa(n) . Therefore, the precision of these gears must be higher than the others. (Fig. 7) are directed opposite each other.
APPLICATION OF THEORY TO ECCENTRICITY OF SPIRAL BEVEL GEARS
For spatial gears the word "eccentricity" is used to describe that the geometric axis of a gear is parallel to, but does not coincide with, its axis of rotation (Fig. 10) . As the eccentric gear rotates its geometric axis generates a cylindrical surface of radius Ae. The eccentricity vector Ae is a vector which rotates about the gear axis. The initial position of vector Ae (its position at the beginning of motion) is given by angle a (Fig. 10) . The vector of eccentricity of the driven gear can be defined in a similar way. Figure 12 shows coordinate systems S 2 and Sf rigidly connected to gear 2 and the frame, respectively. The auxilliary coordinate system S is also rigidly connected to the frame.
Vector te ( 2 ) is represented by matrix equalities f (ae 2 
Here ae$') and Ae(? ) are given by matrices (75) and (77); vector 692) (Fig. 12) 
e -e 2 ) and Projections ny and n of the surface unit normal n, and coordinates x, y, and z of the contact point change in the process of motion. but since the changes in these variables are relatively small, they may be neglected (Fig. 13) . 
GEAR TRAIN VIBRATION AND NOISE MEASUREMENT
To illustrate the principles discussed on the subject of gear train precision, Figs. 14 and 15 are used. These figures show some frequency spectrum measurements made on a helicopter transmission running in a test stand [7] . where r (P ) is the radius vector to the pitch point, n (M ) is the surface normal vector at the contact point M, and zaq is the sum of known error vectors.
3.
Application of the formulas showed that Wildhaber-Novikov gears are sensitive to any errors which cause changes in the center distance. A formula for the location of the gear-tooth contact point was given.
4. It was found that for a pair of spur gears the kinematic error function due to eccentricities is a sum of two simple harmonics. For a multistage speed reducer, it was concluded that accuracy in the final stages has the most impact on kinematic error. For gears with approximately equal known eccentricities, the kinematic error may be compensated for by directing the eccentricities opposite one another.
5. For a pair of spiral-bevel gears, the kinematic error function due to eccentricities is a sum of four harmonics.
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